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Preliminaries
Let X be a perfect Polish space. We consider 6-ideals 0 of subsets of X such that each perfect subset of X contains a perfect set belonging to 3. We find new examples of these 6-ideals and apply to them the Sierpinski-Erdos duality principle by assuming CH.
We use the standard set-theoretical notation (cf. e.g. [Kn] ). We identify an ordinal with the set of its predecessors. Thus u> = { 0,1,2,... } and n+1 = { 0,1,... ,n} for new. We denote by B A the set of all functions from B into A.
In general, we consider proper 6-ideals in the power set !P(X) where X is an uncountable set. For any sets X and Y, a set Bex xY and an element x of X, we denote Bx = {y e Y s <x,y> eB}} this set is called the X-section of B generated by x. If X,Y are uncountable and 3c<p(X), ^ciP(Y) are 6-ideals, then the family ^ = |b c X * Y »{xeX : E^} e 3} forms a ¿-ideal in P(X*Y) called the product of the <5 ideals 3 and ^ (cf.
[CP]J. We mostly assume that the sets X and Y are perfect Polish spaces. The terminology and notation concerning descriptive set theory are derived from [Mo] , We use the Borel pointclasses ZJ°, TT° for 0 < cx <(o^ and the pointolass !B of all Borel cx' a 1 p sets) if they are taken in a space X, we shall write E°(X), TT^(X) and Analogous remarks should be repeated for projective pointclasses. If X is a perfect Polish space, 3c!P(X) is a 6-ideal and 5 is a pointolass, we denote 3 ]5 = {Bel : EcD for some D e 5, D cX } .
The final results of the paper conaern the three d-ideals: 9C of all meager sets, X of all Lebesgue null sets and the ¿-ideal M of Mycielski, described in [liy 2]. For simplicity, all of them will be considered in the Cantor set C where was originally defined. Here C is treated as w 2 with the Tychonov topology generated by the discrete topology in 2 = {o,l}.
OO . Hote that C can be metrized by d(x,y) = ^ | x i _ 7i|/ 2 for x = <x0,x.j,.. .> , y = < y Q ,y 1 , • •. ,>. In C one may introduce a group structure where the group operation is coordinatewise addition modulo 2. Let p denote the product measure in La ei £ a . Por each K c <o and aaon perfect set P c C, there ie a perfect sat QcP such that QeVj-rfK)» Proof.
If y|.K = z\Z for all y,a e P, let Q = P. The strategy in which Flayer II chocses x^ = 1 -for i c K, where y is an arbitrary element of ?, is winning for him in the game P(Q,K/ 0 If there ars y,seP such that y |K £ z|K, then observe that the open set U = {x e C x|K 4 y| k} intersects P and we' can therefore find a perfect subset Q of PnU, The strategy in which Player II chooses x^ = y^ for i e K is winning for him in the game P(Q,K).
Further, for any perfect sat pcC and for K c to, let $(P,K) denote a fixed perfect set Q satisfying the assertion of Lemma 1.1.
Prom the definition of VJ-J-we easily deduce the next two lemmas.
( Then the sat p*= n u P is perfect. n eu se n 2 (1.6) Theorem.
The (5-ideal Ji has the property (P).
"roof. Let P be a perfect subset of C. We shall def?t< oy induction perfect subsets P_, s e Sq , of P fulfilling t'f assumptions of Lemma 1.5 and the condition U P8 e Pi v n( K s) for all n e (j . s e n 2 se n 2
At first, by Lemma 1.1, we choose a perfect set QcP such that Q e VII(K< >). Put P< > = Q. Assume that new, n>0, and that we have defined the sets P_ for s e n 2. By Lemma 1*4» there are perfeot sets Q"c PD for s e n 2, suoh that S B U Q b e n V XI (K ). s e n 2 8 se n+1 2
In each set Qs where s e n 2, s = < sQ,... »sn-1 >, we find disjoint perfeot subsets P/o _ flN and P/o _ ^ o'"**' n-1' o'***' n-1' such that the diameter of each of them does not exceed (l/2) n+ \ Prom Lemma 1.3 we easily conclude that y Ps£ Qi vii(Ks) ' se 2 s e 2 In that way, all sets Pfi are defined and they have the required properties. Consider P* constructed as in Lemma 1.5. It is a perfect subset of P. Let t e Sq be arbitrary and assume that t e n 2. Then U p B eV n( K t^ and » Lemma 1 «3, we have se n 2 P e VI3:(Kt). Thus it follows that P* e H, which ends the proof.
Finally, we give one more result on the property (P), concerning products of 6-ideals.
(1.7) Theorem. If 3c 5>(X) and ^ c£P(Y) are 6-ideals containing all singletons, where X and Y are perfect Polish spaces, then (0 x| !8 has The property (P).
Proof. Let P be a perfect subset of X*Y. If there exists an uncountable section Px, thus it (being, at the same time, closed) conteina a perfect set Q. Then {x} * Q is a perfect subset of P and belongs to (!lx©)|©. Next, assume that •^ill X-sections of F are countable. Then the projection pr^P of P onto X must be uncountable» The set P has a Borel uniformization P ([M6], 4F. 17) which is uncountable. Choose a parfect subset of F (cf. [Mo] , 2C. 3). It obviously belongs to (3 * ) 2, The duality principle Let 3 cf (X) bo a -ideal where X is-a uncountable oet. We say that a family 3£c3 is cofinal in 3 if each sat from "3 can be covered by a set from H. We denote 'sae [CP j} cf(0) = min{|3£| i 2C c 3 and « is cofinal in 3}.
We say that 6-ideals 3 and ^ in have the decomposition property (abbr. d.p.) if there are two disjoint sets belonging to 0 and ^ , respectively, and their anion is equal to X (cf. [B l]).
The following (purely set theoretic) theorem is essential in the proof of the Sierpirislci-Erdos theorem» (2.1) Theorem (see [o] , Th. 19.5). Let X be a set of power u^ and let 3 ciP(X) be a 6-ideal containing all singletons, such that cf(3)£cj.j. Assume that the complement of each member of 3 contains a set of power u)^ belonging to 0. Then X cah be decomposed into disjoint sets, each of power , such that a subset E of X belongs to 0 if and only if E is contained in a countable union of sets making the above decomposition.
(2.2) Theorem (see [o] , Th. 19.6). Let X be a set of power u^. Let 3 and ^ be a 6-ideals in ¡P(X) and let each of them fulfil the assumptions of (2.1). Assume further that 3 and ^ have the d.p. Then there is a one-one mapping f of X onto itself such that f = f~1 and such that f(B) 6 ^ if and only if B e 3 .
If X is an uncountable set and, for 6-ideals 3 and ^ in iP(X), the assertion of Theorem 2.2 holds, we say that 3 and "J fulfil the Sierpiiiski-Erdos duality principle (abbr. SEDP). The duality betwee n the families of meager sets and of Lebesgue null sets on the real line is discussed in detail in [O] . Mendez in [Me] showed that if CH is assumed, the 6-ideals 3C * X and <£ x 3C (on the plane) fulfil SEDP. We shall establish SEDP for some other pairs of 6-ideals by using Theorem 2.2, if CH is assumedo -1165 - . Finally, let us remark that CH is essential in (2.6) (a) sinoe, without CH, some purely set-theoretio properties of (OC* oC) | £B and can be different (cf.
[cp] where add ( CX>oC ) \ IB) and add ((.£ x DC) |!B) are studied).
